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Welcome to

Greifswald!

Thanks to its about 60 000 inhabitants, Greifswald is a young and
dynamic city. The lively cityscape is predominantly shaped by
the university and its more than 11 000 students. The university also
influences the city’s culture, economy and nightlife.
In addition, there is a constant fresh breeze blowing in the city as
Greifswald is located right by the Baltic Sea, with the holiday islands of
Rügen and Usedom right at its doorstep. Enjoy your visit to the City of Greifswald!
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About the University and
Hanseatic City of Greifswald
Greifswald is a university city steeped in tradition. Not only does it have a rich Hanseatic
heritage but at the same time boasts the youngest population in the
whole of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania.
Greifswald’s story began with the founding of the Cistercian monastery, originally
Hilda Abbey, at the mouth of the river Ryck, when the city started out as the
monastery’s trading settlement. In 1250, Greifswald was granted Lübeck law
and joined the Hanseatic League soon after. The city was not only popular with
merchants but also with professors, especially since 1456, the founding year of the
University of Greifswald. The University’s academic heart still beats in the ancient
buildings in the historic part of the city. In addition, a new campus has developed at
the Berthold-Beitz-Platz, where a number of natural science institutes can be found.
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The Greifswald feeling
Every visitor to Greifswald can feel it – the city’s special spirit. The pace is quicker here
than anywhere else in the state. One out of four inhabitants is between 18 and
30 years old. The cityscape is defined by the students, which is why Greifswald is
fondly referred to as ‘the university surrounded by a city’. With approximately
5 000 employees, the University together with the University Hospital also
feature among the largest employers in the region. The University Hospital
comprises 21 clinics, several polyclinics and 19 institutes and
is a key economic player.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the level of education is particularly high
in Greifswald. One in five inhabitants aged 15 and above holds a higher
education admissions qualification or an advanced technical college entrance
qualification.
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Welcome aboard!

TRAINING SHIP

“
„GREIF

The ‘GREIF‘ is a brigantine with a steel hull and was built in
1951 in the Warnow-Werft shipyard in Rostock-Warnemünde.
The ship was launched under the name of ‘Wilhelm Pieck’ and
was used as a training ship for maritime youth education until
1990. After the reunification of Germany, the ship became the
property of the City of Greifswald and was completely renovated.
Today, she is called ‘Greif’ and offers sailing trips on the Baltic
Sea, calling at major international ports. A surface of 570 m²
of canvas sails, spread over a total of 15 sails, allows for a
top speed of up to 14 knots. The ship complies with all current
safety regulations and has official training ship/special ship
status. An experienced permanent crew, supported by members
of the ‘Förderverein Rahsegler GREIF e.V.’ friends’ association,
looks after the ship and is in charge of a range of sailing trips
offered from April to October. If you are looking for a very special
experience, a trip on the ‘GREIF’ may just fit the bill. For further
information or to sign on even at short notice contact:
Information and Reservations:
Universitäts- und Hansestadt Greifswald
Eigenbetrieb See- und Tauchsportzentrum Greifswald
Am Hafen 3 | 17493 Greifwald | Germany
Telephone + 49 (0) 38 34 - 84 14 24 | Mobile + 49 (0) 1 71 - 6 39 31 49
Greif-STZ@t-online.de | www.sssgreif.de
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City by the sea
Greifswald is a city by the sea. The river Ryck connects the historic city centre
with the ‘Dänische Wiek‘, as the Baltic Sea bay in which Greifswald is situated
is called. The historic centre is home to the largest museum harbour in Germany.
More than 45 historic ships are moored here, most of which set sail on a regular
basis or have been refitted for a voyage at sea and are happy to welcome guests
aboard. Not far from the historic ‘Zeesenboote’ and ‘Gaffel’ schooners, typical
historic fishing boats of the Baltic region, the museum harbour also houses a
modern shipbuilding yard, the headquarters of HanseYacht AG, the world’s third
largest manufacturer of yachts.
The training ship, ‘Greif‘, a brigantine made of steel, is Greifswald’s flagship.
You can accompany this over-60-year-old lady, whose home port is Wieck,
on her voyages on the Baltic Sea.
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Striking a work-life balance
Greifswald offers excellent working and living conditions. One of the city’s strengths is the link
between science, research and technology. One third of all residents work in education, science and
research. Greifswald offers particular expertise in the fields of healthcare management, biotechnology
and plasma technology, electronics and the maritime industry.
On the other hand, the fresh sea air and the proximity to various beaches, the holiday islands of Rügen and
Usedom as well as a number of national parks provide the city’s residents with ample opportunities to relax.
The city’s very own beach, which can be reached within five minutes from the city centre, as well as the public
bathing beach in Eldena invite the city dwellers to come and enjoy the many sunny days at the seaside. However,
even in bad weather the city‘s leisure pool offers hours of fun for families of all ages – all year round.
For information on opening times and admission prices visit www.freizeitbad-greifswald.de
Contact: Freizeitbad Greifswald, Pappelallee 3 - 5, 17489 Greifswald, Germany
Telephone + 49 (0) 38 34 - 53 27 11, E-Mail freizeitbad@sw-greifswald.de
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The draw of knowledge. Since 1456.

About the University
Ernst-Moritz-Arndt University of Greifswald is one of the oldest academic institutions in Europe. It was founded in
St. Nikolai Cathedral in 1456. After the Thirty Years’ War, the region was under Swedish rule for more than 150 years.
During this time, the main University building was constructed. More than 11 000 young people are currently studying
at the University’s five faculties – the Faculty of Theology, the Faculty of Law and Economics, the Faculty of Medicine,
the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. Prospective students can choose from around
40 different undergraduate courses, which, for the most part, can also be combined with one another.
Homepage: www.uni-greifswald.de
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Uni.Greifswald.de
Twitter: twitter.com/wissen_lockt
University history:
www.uni-greifswald.de/unigeschichte
Faculties: www.uni-greifswald.de/faculties

Main postal address:
Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität Greifswald
Domstraße 11, 17489 Greifswald, Germany
Telephone + 49 (0) 38 34 - 86 - 0
Telephone directory:
www.uni-greifswald.de/phonebook

Events calendar: www.veranstaltungen.uni-greifswald.de
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Romantic Greifswald
Greifswald’s skyline is shaped by the three brick
gothic churches ‘St. Marien’, ‘St. Nikolai’ and
St. Jacobi’. This distinctive panorama is the
city’s historic face and has been eternalised
by the painter Caspar David Friedrich, who
was born in Greifswald in 1774, in his painting
‘Meadows near Greifswald’. The picture gallery
of the Pomeranian State Museum (Pommersches
Landesmuseum) contains several world-famous
paintings of the city’s most illustrious son.
The artist’s family home, the former Friedrich
soapworks, now houses the Caspar-DavidFriedrich-Centre, which commemorates the
great Romantic landscape painter with
a host of exhibitions.
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Pomeranian State Museum
Rakower Straße 9, 17489 Greifswald, Germany
www.pommersches-landesmuseum.de
Open Tuesday to Sunday
May to October: 10.00 am to 6.00 pm
November to April: 10.00 am to 5.00 pm
Caspar-David-Friedrich-Centre
Lange Straße 57, 17489 Greifswald, Germany
www.caspar-david-friedrich-gesellschaft.de
Open Tuesday to Sunday
11.00 am to 5.00 pm
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10 places
you should see
when in Greifswald!
1. Museum harbour
2. Wooden draw bridge in the fishing village of Wieck
3. Ruins of the Eldena monastery
4. Ramparts
5. Town hall
6. University of Greifswald Auditorium
7. St. Nikolai Cathedral
8. Caspar-David-Friedrich-Centre
9. Pomeranian State Museum
10. Theatre Vorpommern
16 | Ruins of the Eldena monastery
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10 events
you shouldn’t miss
when in Greifswald!
1. Boddenklänge (open-air concert)
Cultural events
2. Nordischer Klang (culture festival)
3. Greifswalder Bachwoche (music festival dedicated to the life
University- and Hanseatic City of
and works of Johann Sebastian Bach)
4. Eldenaer Jazz-Evenings
Greifswald
5. Fischerfest Gaffelrigg (maritime festival)
6. Ahoi - Mein Hafenfestival (harbour festival)
7. Koeppen-Literaturtage (literature festival dedicated to the life and works of Wolfgang Koeppen)
8. Historical city festival „Ein Tag mit Caspar David-Friedrich“
9. Kulturnacht (night of culture)
10. Christmas market

CALENDAR
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10 things
you should do when
in Greifswald!
1. Sunbathe on the steps of the river Ryck in the museum harbour
2. Go shopping in the historic old town
3. Enjoy a coffee in one of the lovely cafés in the market square
4. Stroll along the towpath linking the museum harbour
and the village of Wieck
5. Eat a traditional (smoked) fish bun in Wieck
6. Take a cruise on the SSS Greif
7. Have a picnic in the park surrounding the ruins of the Eldena monastery
8. Climb the steeple of St. Nikolai Cathedral
9. Visit the zoo
10. Go on a cycle trip to the island of Koos
20 | Cathedral forecourt
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Information on Greifswald
The tourist information centre is located in the town hall in the market square.
The friendly staff will help you find and book your accommodation,
provide you with information on the city or events, arrange your
tickets or book your guided city tour.
Tourist information Greifswald
Rathaus/Markt, 17489 Greifswald, Germany
Telephone: + 49 (0) 38 34 - 85 36 13 80
www.greifswald.info
You can download the Greifswald-App here:
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